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Revolutionizing Automotive Organization: Introducing the SXMAGMAT 8" x 10" Flexible 
Magnetic Mat 

SUNEX Tools launches the latest addition to their Shop Equipment line with a lightweight 
magnetic mat that carries a punch with an impressive weight capacity of 35-40lbs. 

Greer, SC (November 10, 2023) – SUNEX Tools unveils the SXMAGMAT, a groundbreaking 
addition to the automotive technician's toolkit. This 8" x 10" magnetic pad is engineered with 
high-power rare earth magnets, offering an exceptional hold for tools and parts, facilitating easy 
organization within the engine bay, lift posts, or toolbox.   

The SXMAGMAT 8" x 10" Flexible Magnetic Mat, a game-changer for automotive technicians 
seeking superior organization and convenience. Featuring high-power rare earth magnets, this 
compact 8" x 10" pad boasts an impressive weight capacity of 35 - 40 lbs, effortlessly securing 
tools and parts in the engine bay, lift posts, or toolbox. Its flexible design and non-marring, fluid-
resistant PVC outer layer ensure a secure grip while protecting surfaces from scratches and shop 
fluids. Designed for versatility, this magnetic mat guarantees tools stay firmly in place during 
movement, making it an essential addition to any technician's workspace, accommodating 
various automotive applications with ease. 

  Right: The SXMAGMAT and 
 the SUNEX 1522A 

       (22 Ton Jack Stand) 
   used on the lid of the 

     SUNEX 8057 Service Cart 

Our 8”x10” Flexible Magnetic Mat offers a new level of efficiency and organization for 
automotive technicians," said Walt Herbert, SUNEX Tools Product Manager. " Its robust 
magnetic grip and versatile design make it an indispensable asset in any automotive 
workspace." 

The SXMAGMAT 8" x 10" Flexible Magnetic Mat from SUNEX Tools is available December 2023, 
revolutionizing automotive organization and efficiency. 
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About SUNEX Tools: 
Since its inception in 1977, SUNEX Tools has grown to become a leading brand in industrial and 
automotive workplace tools and equipment. Known for their commitment to quality and 
performance, SUNEX provides tools that match the dedication and hard work of professionals in 
various industries, from heavy-duty industrial maintenance to neighborhood auto mechanics. 
SUNEX is a recognized leader in the industry, offering a wide range of products, including Impact 
Sockets, Lifting Products, Air Tools, Shop Presses, Mechanics Hand Tools, and Tool Storage. For 
more information, please visit www.sunextools.com. 

 
*Note to Editors: Please contact C.J. Fay at cjfay@sunextools.com for high-resolution product 
photography. 
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